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The twelve original essays collected in this volume take an evolutionary perspective on human
culture, examining the emergence of culture in evolution and the.Cultural evolution is an
evolutionary theory of social change. It follows from the definition of culture as "information
capable of affecting individuals' behavior that .“Cultural evolution” is the idea that human
cultural change––that is, changes in socially transmitted beliefs, knowledge, customs, skills,
attitudes.Part of my program of research is to convince people that they should stop
distinguishing cultural and biological evolution as separate in that way. We want to.Joseph
Henrich focuses on how natural selection has shaped human learning and how this in turn
influences cultural and culture-gene coevolution.Many of the first quantitative models of
cultural evolution were modified from existing concepts in theoretical population genetics
because.This book overhauls our concept of manhis past and future. No tool in the arsenal of
science can match the clarifying power of the concept of evolution when.Cultural evolution
represents a body of theory and findings premised on the notions that, (i), human cultural
change constitutes a Darwinian.Is there an evolutionary explanation for humanity's greatest
successes – technology, science, and the arts – with roots that can be traced back.Human
Evolution and Culture (Understanding Culture, Society and Politics)."In cultural evolution,
small mutation rates are not the right choice," said Arne Traulsen, an evolutionary game
theorist at the Max Planck.Over the last million years or so, people evolved the ability to learn
from each other, creating the possibility of cumulative, cultural evolution. Rapid
cultural.Cultural evolution, also called sociocultural evolution, the development of one or
more cultures from simpler to more complex forms. The subject may be viewed.Drinking milk
is just one of example of the way that traditions and cultural practices can influence the path of
our evolution. Culture and genetics.Cultural evolution is the change over time of
non-biological aspects of human society. The process is loosely analogous to biological
evolution, although does .The core idea of cultural evolution is that cultural change constitutes
an evolutionary process that shares fundamental similarities with – but also differs in
key.Transfer of information in biological and cultural evolution. In biological evolution, the
transfer is unidirectional and vertical, whereas in cultural.New insights in cognitive science
and evolutionary psychology have provided new opportunities for merging biological and
cultural evolutionary perspectives.
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